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Abstract. Developing and testing the key modules of autonomous humanoid soccer robots (e.g., for vision, localization, and behavior control)
in software-in-the-loop (SIL) experiments, requires real-time simulation
of the main motion and sensing properties. These include humanoid robot
kinematics and dynamics, the interaction with the environment, and sensor simulation, especially the camera properties. To deal with an increasing number of humanoid robots per team the simulation algorithms
must be very efficient. In this paper, the simulator framework MuRoSimF
(Multi-Robot-Simulation-Framework) is presented which allows the flexible and transparent integration of different simulation algorithms with
the same robot model. These include several algorithms for simulation
of humanoid robot motion kinematics and dynamics (with O(n) runtime
complexity), collision handling, and camera simulation including lens distortion. A simulator for teams of humanoid robots based on MuRoSimF
is presented. A unique feature of this simulator is the scalability of the
level of detail and complexity which can be chosen individually for each
simulated robot and tailored to the requirements of a specific SIL test.
Performance measurements are given for real-time simulation on a moderate laptop computer of up to six humanoid robots with 21 degrees of
freedom, each equipped with an articulated camera.

1

Introduction

Besides suitable hardware the performance of an autonomous humanoid robot
is mainly governed by the software modules applied for perception, cognition,
behavior and motion control. Efficient performance measuring and debugging of
these modules on the real robot hardware is very difficult in general. This is due
because physical robots are expensive and only limitedly available and may suffer
from many experimental tests. At least equally important is that an observed,
undesired robot performance can be caused by any of the many interacting
software modules used, which in physical experiments are difficult to test in
isolation. Replacing the robot by a real-time simulation of its main physical
characteristics including the kinematics and dynamics of humanoid motion with
many actuated joints enables SIL-testing, monitoring and debbuging of software
modules under repeatable and controllable conditions.
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In this paper a real-time simulator for teams of humanoid robots is presented
which is closely integrated with the robot control framework RoboFrame [1]. The
simulation can transparently be interfaced with all software modules (see Fig. 1).
Many robot designs include controller hardware for motion generation, e.g., [2].
The firmware of the controller can also be integrated into the simulation.

Fig. 1. The modules of the robot control software may be connected transparently
either to the real robot or a real-time simulation.

While SIL-tests of humanoid robot motion generation or image processing
require a high level of physical accuracy, different requirements exist for testing
the behavior control: When investigating how the performance of the behavior
control depends on different effects as exact or inexact localization, computer
vision with ideal or blurred camera images or walking without or with possible slipping of the feet the simulator must be able to support different levels of
simulation detail. Thus, different approaches for behavior-based humanoid robot
control can be investigated in an optimal manner by controlling the representations between stimulus and action.
To meet these requirements the simulator must support a flexible exchange
and combination of different simulation algorithms for the same purpose, e.g.,
robot dynamics, on different levels of detail. When exchanging simulation algorithms there should be no need to change the models of the robots or the
environment. The simulator framework presented in this paper fulfills these
requirements. Several algorithms for real-time motion-, contact- and sensorsimulation are considered. Results for real-time simulation of soccer playing
humanoid robots are presented.

2
2.1

Overview
Modeling and simulation of robot motion

Humanoid and four-legged robots are modeled as tree-structured kinematic chains
of (usually rigid) links and (usually rotational) joints. The forward kinematics
model describes the 3D position and orientation of the robot’s bodies depending
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on the current joint angles. To build the kinematical model the geometrical data
of the robot (link lengths, type and position of joints etc.) is needed.
A physics-based modeling of legged locomotion describes the nonlinear relationships between the forces and moments acting at each joint and the feet
etc. and the position, velocity and acceleration of each joint angle. The high dimensional nonlinear multibody system dynamics (MBS) results in second order
differential equations which can be formulated in various ways differing in terms
of efficiency, modularity and flexibility [3, 4]. In addition to the geometrical data
a dynamics model requires kinetical data as mass, center of mass and inertia matrix for each link and joint, max/min motor torques and joint velocities which
are difficult to obtain and are an often overlooked source of simulation inaccuracy. To simulate interaction with the environment detection and handling of
collisions as well as suitable models of foot-ground contacts are required.
In the context of simulation of autonomous robots and RoboCup most often
the open source Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [5] is applied. ODE provides
collision detection for several geometric primitives and a simulation of MBS
dynamics. It is, however, not documented which method is used to formulate
the full or approximative robot MBS dynamics. Only a one-step integrator with
constant time step length and without integration error monitoring is available.
2.2

Simulation of sensors

For closed loop simulation it is necessary to provide simulated readings of the
robot’s internal and external sensors. While joint position sensors can be simulated using a robot kinematics model, simulation of inertial or contact-force
sensors requires a dynamics model. The most important external sensors for humanoid robots are cameras. Cameras can be simulated using real-time rendering
based on OpenGL or Direct3D. Only few robot simulators (cf. Sect. 2.3, e.g., [6,
7]) enable the simulation of projections beyond the standard pinhole model.
2.3

Overview of existing robot simulators

UCHILSIM [8] is a simulator for the RoboCup Four-legged League limited to
the AIBO robots. The motion simulation is based on ODE. OpenGL is used for
visualisation and simulation of camera images.
SimRobot [6] is a general simulator for different mobile robots. The current
version uses ODE for motion simulation. Simulation of four legged and wheeled
robots have been demonstrated in [6]. Simulated sensors consist of tactile sensors,
distance sensor and cameras, the later using accelerated hardware rendering.
USARSIM [9] has evolved from a simulator for wheeled systems to a general
simulator including legged robots [10]. It provides a wide variety of sensors and
includes the simulation of noise. The simulation is based on the proprietary game
engine Karma providing a physics simulation and realistic visualization through
high accuracy rendering.
Gazebo [11] is a general 3D multi-robot simulator with graphical interface and
dynamics simulation. It is part of the Player/Stage project [12]. Motion simulation is based on ODE. Sensor simulation is provided for several sensor systems
including distance sensors and cameras. Additional sensors can be added.
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Webots [13] is a commercially available general robot simulation package
providing a wide variety of legged and wheeled robots. The motion simulation
is based on ODE and the visualization uses OpenGL. Webots provides several
types of sensors including distance and contact sensors as well as cameras.
2.4

Discussion

All robot simulators mentioned above use either ODE or a proprietary engine
as motion simulator which all origin from physics engines in games. In games,
however, only a physically plausible appearance based on photorealistic animation and simplified robot dynamics is required and not a quantitavely accurate
simulation of moments and forces acting in each of the many humanoid robot’s
joints. The latter would require a full robot MBS dynamics model as well as error
monitoring integration methods. Furthermore, an adaption of the level of detail
in robot motion simulation or a flexible exchange or combination of different
motion simulators for different robots in the same environment is not possible.
MuRoSimF overcomes this problem by introducing a flexible interface allowing
the combination of different simulation algorithms. By using the concept presented in this paper, simulation algorithms can be recombined easily for different
simulators while maintaining efficient exchange of data.

3
3.1

Simulator framework: concept and implementation
Modeling and integration of algorithms

The simulated robots as well as the environment are described as collections of
objects. Each of these objects is a collection of constant properties (like mass,
size, shape, etc.) and variable properties (like position, velocity, etc.) which are
assigned at runtime to the objects. During creation of robots and environment
only the constant properties are assigned. The objects are linked to the algorithms used for simulation next. In this phase, variable properties are assigned
to the objects if they are needed by an algorithm. When linking algorithms to
an object, it is checked if the object provides the necessary constant properties
thus avoiding unnecessary calculation.
Robots are modeled as kinematic trees, consisting of one base, forks, static
and variable translations, and static and variable rotations. Each of these elements is a specialized object having the necessary properties like length for a
translation or angle and axis for a fixed rotation. During creation of the kinematic tree, additional constant properties may be added to the object, depending
on the desired level of detail. All objects belonging to one robot are stored in one
container, providing access to several subsets of the objects as the joints (denoting all variable translations and rotations) or the bodies (denoting all objects
which may interact physically with the environment).
3.2

Simulation of humanoid robot motion

Mainly two alternative algorithms for humanoid robot motion simulation are
currently utilized. Both have O(n) computational complexity, with n the number
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of joints/bodies of the humanoid robot and can be individually selected for
different humanoid robots in a multi-robot simulation.
Kinematic walking is a computationally cheap algorithm based on the assumption that during walking always (at least) one foot of the robot is in contact
with the ground. During each time-step of the numerical integration, the direct
kinematics of the humanoid robot is computed with the constraint, that the
stance foot is not tilted or lifted off the ground unless the swinging foot touches
or would penetrate the ground plane. Then, the roles of the feet are exchanged.
Besides its low computational complexity this algorithm has the benefit that
the simulated robot can not fall over. If highly accurate simulation of the humanoid robot motion is not crucial, this algorithm can be used successfully, e.g.,
for testing behavior-based control or self localization modules. The algorithm is
restricted to purely humanoid walking applications.
A simplified robot dynamics algorithm has been developed to overcome the
drawbacks of the purely kinematic simulation. During each time-step, all external forces and resulting torques are summed up at the total center of mass
of the humanoid robot. Only for the center of mass dynamics calculations are
performed. Relative motions of all other elements of the robot are calculated
using direct kinematics. The basic version of the algorithm uses a center of mass
and an inertia matrix of the robot which are in a constant position relative to
the robot’s base. For more realistic motions, the center of mass and the inertia
tensor can be calculated for each time step based on masses assigned to the
robot’s bodies. Both versions allow for a rich variety of motions. The second
version is especially useful for humanoid robot motions during which the robot’s
overall mass distribution significantly changes as for falling down, standing up
or balancing. As these algorithms do not rely on too specific assumptions on the
robot’s kinematical structure, they are not limited to humanoid robots.
A special strength of MuRoSimF is, that algorithms for full MBS forward
dynamics like composite rigid body or articulated body algorithms [3, 4] can be
incorporated as well in case a higher level of detail in physical motion simulation
is required for one or more of the robots. Also for numerical integration not only
the common Euler’s method but also higher order methods with variable step
size may be employed.
3.3

Collision detection and handling

To simulate the interactions of a simulated robot with its environment which
are caused by physical contacts the collisions between the robot’s bodies and the
environment must be detected and handled. Collision detection and handling are
treated as separate modules for which different algorithms of different complexity
or level of detail can be applied easily.
Collision detection is based on a constant property assigned to an object
describing its shape as well as the object’s position and orientation. Currently
the primitive objects box, ellipsoid, cylinder and plane are supported. To avoid
the O(n2 ) complexity of checking each object for collision with any other object,
collision detection can be activated during setup of the simulation for each pair
of objects individually. This process can be automated by defining sets of objects
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which do not need to be intersected with each other. For specialized simulations
it is also possible, to use only selected bodies of a robot for collision detection
(e.g., only the feet, if no other application than humanoid walking is considered).
A collision is described by the penetration depth cdepth of the two bodies, the
position cpos ∈ R3 of the contact point and the direction cnormal ∈ R3 of the
normal force pushing the bodies apart.
Collision handling is based on the collisions detected before. Currently a soft
collision model is implemented, allowing colliding bodies to penetrate. Collisions
are handled by calculating the resulting normal and frictional forces. To allow for
different kinds of surfaces, additional parameters describing the contact situation
are used. These parameters depend on the two colliding surfaces and are stored
for each pair of surface types once. The normal force
(
1 · sc · cdepth · cnormal if objects are getting closer,
(1)
fnormal =
sb · sc · cdepth · cnormal if objects are separating.
is calculated using a spring model with the spring constant sc . The scaling factor
0 ≤ sb ≤ 1 is used to model different forces depending on the objects’ relative
velocity, allowing for different kinds of impact. Frictional forces are calculated
using a viscous friction model depending on the relative velocity of the colliding
bodies and the constant µ. As only one contact point is calculated for each pair of
bodies, a pseudo-friction depending on the relative angular velocity is calculated
which is used to stabilize standing bodies
ff riction = vrel · sµ · fnormal , nf riction = ωrel · sν · fnormal .
3.4

(2)

Visualization and camera simulation

Real time rendering for visualization of the simulated scene is based on OpenGL.
It is possible to display any property of any simulated object: all objects which
need to be displayed are registered with the rendering module which keeps a
set of renderers for the properties of interest and matches any object having a
specific property with the respective renderer. Complexity and realism of the
rendering process can be adjusted easily by exchanging the respective renderers.
Therefore, scene rendering can be adjusted to different needs and levels of detail.
Camera simulation is based on the visualization module. After rendering the
scene from the camera’s point of view, the created image can be post-processed.
Distortion caused by a camera lens (cf. Fig. 2) is simulated by moving the pixels
according to the camera model from the well known camera calibration toolbox
for Matlab [14]. This approach enables easy modeling of real cameras by calibrating them with the freely available toolbox. By changing the level of detail
(and therefore realism) of the rendering algorithms used, the camera simulation
can be adjusted to different cases and purposes.

4

Results

Using MuRoSimF various simulators for specific applications, e.g., for teams of
humanoid robots or mixed teams of humanoid and wheeled robots can be re-
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Fig. 2. Left: Simulation of motion and sensing of two humanoid robots, each equipped
with an articulated camera in the head and a wide angle camera attached to the chest
whose images are displayed below. Right: GUI of control application displaying the
striker robot’s percepts in robot centric coordinates and within the camera images.

alized. For each robot the simulation algorithms for motion, sensing, collision
detection and handling can be chosen individually. Thus a high scalability of
the level of detail can be achieved for tailoring the real-time simulation accuracy
and computational complexity to the current needs.
The simulator’s performance has been measured for scenarios from the RoboCup
humanoid league using a standard laptop computer (IntelCentrinoDuo CPU
(1.66 GHz), 1GB of RAM, Intel 945GM graphics chip set) with the simulation
running single-threaded. Each humanoid robot motion model consists of 21 rotational joints [2] and the robot is equipped with two camera systems (cf. Fig. 2).
The performance measurements are summarized in the following table:
Real-time simulation of
Kinematic motion
Simplified dynamics motion
Kinematic motion and one camera
Dynamic motion and one camera
Kinematic motion and one camera with distortion
Dynamic motion and one camera with distortion

frame rate robots
100
10
1000
8
100 resp. 20
6
1000 resp. 20 5
100 resp. 20
3
1000 resp. 20 3

The simulator has been used successfully for testing the software modules
for vision, behavior control and self localization of robots in different scenarios
from the RoboCup Humanoid League (Fig. 3). Further images and videos can
be obtained from www.dribblers.de/murosimf.

Fig. 3. Left: Penalty kick. Middle: 3 versus 3 soccer game. Right: Slalom challenge.
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Conclusions

MuRoSimF, a new simulator framework has been presented which enables realtime simulation of motion, sensing and interaction with the environment for
SIL-testing of onboard control software modules for teams of humanoid robots.
It supports a scalable level of detail and a flexible exchange of algorithms for
different simulation subtasks for different robots in the same multi-robot simulation. Results have been presented for scenarios of the RoboCup humanoid
league including slalom challenge, penalty kick and 3 versus 3 soccer games.
Acknowledgement. Parts of this research have been supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) within the Research Training Group 1362 “Cooperative, adaptive and responsive monitoring in mixed mode environments”.
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